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INC: USAGE OF AM DOT PLACEMENT ALGORITHMS TO MITIGATE 3D AERODYNAMICS

Usage of AM dot placement
algorithms to mitigate 3D
aerodynamics defects

The defect appears in the area where a die
change occurs (die-to-die overlap zone) and is
due to the air flows produced by the interaction
of the carriage movement and the die droplets
ejection.

Abstract
3D printers are powerful tools for
companies involved in prototyping since they
can iterate designs much faster than other
technologies. The main difference between
MultiJet Fusion 3D and their competitors is the
usage of agents to, accurately, generate and
form the desired part’s exact shape and
quality.
During printing, the drops can be displaced due
to aerodynamic effects, causing the appearance
of defects on the parts.
This document describes a solution that
mitigates defects caused by aerodynamic
effects.

Figure 2. Simulation of aerodynamic effects produced
between dies

These air flows displace the agents’ droplets
along the part, which are translated to visible
grooves in the surface of the parts. Grooves are
particularly visible on flat surfaces oriented in
the YZ plane.

Novelty
In this disclosure it is described a mitigation for
defects produced by droplets displacement due
to aerodynamics effects. That is, correcting
visible errors on the part surface.

Problems Solved
The problem solved on this disclosure is known
as groove defect. This defect consists of long
depressions of ~4mm of width that can be found
on the lateral surface of some printed parts, as
can be seen in the image below:

Figure 1. Part with grooves on the surface

Figure 3. Location of the grooves in different parts

Prior Solutions
There is not an official prior solution to this
problem. It can only be reduced by lowering the
quantity of agents used or can be compensated
with some masks on the grooves zone.
However, modifying the agents may lead to a
worse performance in terms of part quality or
mechanical properties.
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Description
As commented on the previous section, groove
defect is mainly produced due to aerodynamics
effect. The resulting air, generated from the
movement of the carriage, produce turbulences
on spitted ink, displacing the drop due to the
forces that this air generate.

Figure 5. Airflows affecting the current blue-noise
halftoning mask

The smooth small drops are displaced due to the
air forces.

Figure 4. Air corridors generated due to turbulence
forces.

The body of the printing parts is mainly
determined by the fusing agent drops. The
shape generated by FA determines the shape of
the part; but also, the uniformity, consistence
and robustness of the drops directly determines
the consistence of the look and feel of the
printed parts.
Our current halftoning method is based in a
pattern of blue noise (See figure 6). This pattern
has great uniformity, but also is a very weak
method because of two reasons:
• Most drops are fired isolated, without
closed neighbours. This makes them
easy to move with air irregularities.
• Also, in a smooth pattern, small dot
placement errors have big impact on
the global pattern.
That is, errors in dot placements have big impact
in the uniformity of the fusing agent:

To solve that, it has been develop a new
printmode strategy which use AM cell (amplitude
modulation) to halftone the image. This makes
each drop more robust to this air turbulence, but
also makes the pattern more robust to the dot
placement errors.
This cell is clustering the drops all together,
producing intended air corridors to air to flow
and making the regions more robust (as they are
like bigger drops).

Figure 6. Improved halftoning mask to mitigate
grooves.
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Advantages
The main advantages that the procedure
presented in this invention disclosure solves are
the following:
Figure 7. Comparison before and after.

-

Avoid having visible defects on parts
due to aerodynamics effects
Improve the yield of the system having
a better part quality
Look & Feel robustness to agents
amount variations.

Up: printed part without our solution.
Down: printed part with the improved halftoning mask
applied.

It is important to note that the grooves defect is
not originated on the surface of the part, but
rather inside the part. This is due to irregularities
in the fusing droplets that conform the massive
region of the printed part. This is due to
irregularities in the FA dot placement that make
up the bulk region of the printed part.
Therefore, this new pattern is only introduced in
the core of the part but not in the exterior
surface. With this agents application strategy we
can keep a soft and smooth external surface, but
a robust dot placement strategy in the massive
region of the part.
As commented on the previous section, the
resulting output from this dot strategy highly
mitigates the groove defect.

Disclosed by Victor Diego, Arnau Codina
and Rita Roca, HP Inc.
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